Sacred Head Academy

What will we study?

 Grammar
• Word Classes
• Phrases
• Clauses






Spelling & Pronunciation
Figures of Speech
Writing Skills
History of English

Word Classes








Once called “parts of speech”.
There are about 10 different word classes.
We’ll start with nouns.
Noun comes from the Latin nomen.
So nouns are “name words”.
They name persons, places, things & ideas.

Nouns

 How many nouns can you spot in these
sentences?
• Yesterday he tried very hard to walk without
falling over, but he was completely unsuccessful.
• On Saturday Paul went to London with his
father to see Arsenal play football against
Chelsea.

How to spot nouns

 They refer to:
•
•
•
•

people
places
things
ideas

 They are often preceded by articles, either
definite or indefinite, e.g.
• the country
• a boy
• an apple

Nouns

 How many nouns in these sentences?

• I think I will go to Cardiff tomorrow to see
my friend, because this will be the only day I
will be able to see him.
• English is our favourite subject.
• She dislikes me greatly because I told her she
was silly.

Multi-class words

 Many words belong to several word classes:
 I fish in the sea.
 I catch a big fish.

 Which “tomorrow” is a noun?
 Tomorrow I will see my friend.
 Tomorrow will be Tuesday.

 Which “round” is a noun?
 He played a round of golf.
 She has a round face.
 We went round the corner.

Noun endings

 Nouns change their endings if they are
 plural, e.g. boys
 possessive. e.g. the boy’s books, the boys’ books

 This is called inflection.
 It means “bending” the word at the end.
 Latin has lots of inflection. It’s a very inflected
language.
 English is not a very inflected language.

Interesting plurals









child
mouse
deer
thief
family
goose
wife









scissors
hippopotamus
bison
radius
phenomenon
fungus
potato

Possessive case

 English has cases – rather like Latin!
 But it only has three, not six:
 subjective
 objective
 possessive

 For nouns, the first two cases look the same.
 The boy sees me. (subjective)
 I see the boy. (objective)

 But the possessive case uses an apostrophe and an ‘s’
 the boy’s books = the books of one boy
 the boys’ books = the books of several boys

Practice


 Correct any mistakes you find:





the boy’s tooths
the geese’s foots
the childs’ scissor’s
the circle’s radii

 Rewrite these phrases using the possessive
case:
 the feet of the boys
 the fungus of the potatoes
 the wives of the men

11 Quick Questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Noun and verbs are examples of W… C……
The word “noun” comes from the Latin word n….
Nouns refer to people, places, ideas and t…..
Nouns change ending to show (i) possession and (ii) n…..
Changing word endings like this is called i………
Number is divided into s……. and plural.
The punctuation mark used to show possession is called an
a………
How many cases does English have?
The s……… case is like the Latin nominative.
The o…….. case is like the Latin accusative & dative
The p……… case is like the Latin genitive.

Can you tell the case?

 The boys could not find their books.
 Mrs Jones could not find her boys.
 Where are the boy’s shoes?
 Where are the boys’ socks?
 Where are the boys?
 The lion ate the naughty boy for supper.

Some nouns are capitalized


 Professor Plum killed Mrs Peacock in the
library with a candlestick.
 Why do we capitalize the first letters in
“Professor Plum”?
 Are there any other nouns like this above?
 Proper nouns often use several words.
 How many nouns are there above?

Practice


Correct any mistakes you find:







I don’t like peter jones.
She loves Cows more than Horses.
Henry swam in the river Thames today.
Doctor smith is a very bad Doctor.
We visited saint Mark’s school.

What does “proper” mean?















That is the proper thing to do.
What does “proper” mean in this sentence?
It means correct or right.
So is a proper noun a “correct noun” or a “right noun”?
No!
Proper also means belonging to someone (or something) – a bit
like property!
So a proper noun is a name that is not shared with other people
or things, e.g. a personal name or title.
What is the opposite of a proper noun?
A common noun.
A common noun is a name that is common, i.e. shared.
Words like cow, river, chair, and book are common nouns.

Can you spot proper and
common nouns?



 How many proper nouns can you find in this sentence?
John went to London on the Underground to see his
friend Mary and to take her to the Old Vic Theatre to see
the play King Lear written by William Shakespeare.
 And how many common nouns were there? And how many
are there in the following sentence?
He told his brother that dinner was already on the table
and that, if he kept Father and Mother waiting like he did
last time, he would probably be sent to bed early as a
punishment.
 And how many proper nouns were there?
 Notice that sometimes the same word can be both a proper
noun and a common noun.

Nouns

Proper

Common

What nouns have plurals?














Do proper nouns have plurals?
Rarely, e.g. the Smiths.
Do common nouns have plurals?
Yes. But do all of them have plurals? Let’s find out.
What is the plural of gold?
What is the plural of happiness?
What is the plural of butter?
What is the plural of chess?
What is the plural of music?
What is the plural of advice?
So the answer was No! Not all common nouns have
plurals.

Count vs Noncount Nouns


 Common nouns that have a plural are count nouns,
e.g. cow.
 Common nouns that don’t are noncount nouns, e.g.
chess.
 Many words are both, e.g. cake.
Would you like a cake? (count noun)
Do you like cake? (noncount noun)
 Can you spot the difference here?
Light travels very fast.
The lights were very powerful.

Practice


 Can we say “a chess” or “a butter”?
 No. Noncount nouns never take the indefinite article.
 What kind of noun is brick?
 He hit me with a brick.
 It’s made of brick.
 Is “chicken” always a count noun?
 What kind of noun is it here?
Do you like eating chicken?
 Is bread a count noun?

Nouns

Proper

Common

Count

Noncount

Concrete vs Abstract Nouns


 What does concrete mean?
 It doesn’t mean cement!
 It means existing in a form that can be directly
experienced by us and measured.
 Words like stone, cow, table and house are
considered concrete nouns.
 What about words like beauty or courage?
 Can they be directly experienced or measured?
 Or is it only beautiful things or courageous people
that we directly experience?
 Beauty and courage are abstract nouns.

Concrete vs Abstract Nouns (II)


 What does abstract mean?
 It means “drawn away”. It refers to the general idea that is
drawn away by the mind from particular things.
 Here are some examples:
 humour, honesty, virtue, wisdom

 The mind gets the idea of humour from humorous people
or situations.
 Very often nouns are either concrete or abstract, depending
on their context:
 Thomas has bought a new football. (concrete)
 Thomas loves football. (abstract)

Concrete vs Abstract Nouns (III)


 Some people think nouns are abstract if they cannot
be perceived by the five physical senses.
 For them abstract means non-sensible or
imperceptible to the senses.
 For them dream is always an abstract noun.
 But a dream is a real individual thing. It is directly
experienced and can be measured.
 The word dream can be either concrete or abstract:
 “I had a long dream last night.” (concrete)
 “What kind of dream is a daydream?” (abstract)

Concrete vs Abstract Nouns (IV)


 Tips for identifying abstract nouns:
 It refers to a general idea in the mind.
 It does not take a plural.

 William Shakespeare wrote many plays.
 Their father displayed incredible wisdom.
 I went to bed early last night.
 I think life is wonderful!
 Your children are upsetting my dogs!
 Children should be seen and not heard!
 We love studying grammar!

Practice – Concrete or Abstract?


 I bought a new car yesterday.
 She’s studying to become a doctor.
 He has absolutely no sense of humour.
 Laughter is the best medicine.
 I head loud laughter coming from the next room.
 He told me an excellent joke last night.
 Honesty is always the best policy.
 I can’t wait for tomorrow.
 Time waits for no man.

Practice


 Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
 She was a real beauty.
 Anger is one of the seven deadly sins.
 That day her anger was like a volcano in its fury.
 His job is to forecast the weather.
 The weather today is absolutely dreadful.
 I don’t think children should be given any kind of
homework.
 Mark could not do his homework last night.

Abstract/Concrete Summary


 According to some, nouns are either concrete or abstract!
 But many can be used in both ways, and many are
somewhere in between!
 I see a horse. (concrete)
 I love horses. (less concrete!)
 What is the definition of horse? (abstract)

 Some people cheat by claiming that all concrete nouns
refer to sense-perceptible objects.
 But this is not what concrete means!
 Not all real, actual things in the world can be directly
perceived by the senses, e.g. radio waves.
 A better question is: Can it be directly measured?

Collective Nouns

 These are special names given to groups or
collections, e.g. band of robbers, gang of labourers.
 Groups of animals have some fascinating names:
 kindle of kittens
 skulk of foxes
 parliament of owls
 gaggle of geese
 school of porpoises
 litter of pups

Compound Nouns

 What does compound mean?
 Made up of bits. Here are some examples:
 Radio mast, telephone wire, peanut butter, blood
pressure.
 Some are hyphenated and may contain prepositions:
 father-in-law, ship-builder, etc.
 Sometimes they become one word, e.g. football.
 Sometimes we have a choice of spelling: paper clip,
paper-clip or paperclip!
 Which is better: ice axe or ice-axe?

Gerunds & Infinitives

 Gerunds and infinitives are verb-nouns.
 Gerunds end in –ing:
 Singing is my favourite hobby.
 He loves climbing.

 Infinitives are the to form of the verb:
 She loves to sing in the bath.
 He refuses to learn.

 Gerunds and infinitives may take their own objects:
 He loves climbing mountains.
 He refuses to learn the piano.

 To be discussed in more detail when we study noun clauses!

Do English nouns have gender?


 They don’t have grammatical gender.
 They have natural gender. (Males are masculine,
females are feminine, things are neuter.)
 This only affects the pronouns we use – he, she, it.
 This is very different from Latin and French.
 Often ships, countries, and the Church (the Bride of
Christ) are treated as feminine.
 Some words only apply to females: actress, princess,
lioness, queen, wife, etc.

Questions

 John loves swimming in the bathtub.
(gerunds? infinitives? compound nouns?)
 Susan’s favourite colour is red.
(noncount nouns? is red an abstract noun here?)
 Mark’s favourite pastime was to play in the sand.
(gerunds? infinitives? proper nouns?)
 Some dangerous animals sense fear almost as keenly
as they perceive their prey.
(count nouns? is fear an abstract noun here?)

Questions

 Europe is today in crisis because the banks are totally out
of control.
(common nouns? noncount nouns?
 The best lessons in the world are those that deal with
English Grammar!
(nouns? proper nouns?)
 Smoking damages your health.
(infinitives? is health a concrete noun here?)
 We travelled to Antarctica to see the penguin colonies.
(nouns? collective nouns?)

Questions

 Mrs Peacock stole the carving-knife set from the
dining-room and hid it in her chest-of-drawers.
(compound nouns? abstract nouns?)
 Yesterday was the worst day in my life.
(nouns? proper nouns?)
 The fast-food shop was closed on Saturday after
customers complained it had poisoned them.
(nouns? compound nouns? proper nouns?)
 Jesus called the Pharisees a brood of vipers.
(collective nouns? proper nouns?)

Adjectives

 What are adjectives?
 Answer: “Describing words”.
 But what word classes do they describe?
 Answer: Nouns and pronouns.
 Latin adjectus means “added”.
 Can you spot the adjectives below?
 Although the sun was bright, it could not penetrate
the long dark room.
 His brother had very short hair.
 Mary was extremely rude. She called her brother a
complete moron.

Adverbs often modify Adjectives


 Most adjectives can be preceded by special adverbs.
 These are sometimes called intensifiers.
 Can you spot these special adverbs below?
 He had very dark eyes and a really kind smile.
 She wore a slightly dirty apron, but her shirt was
absolutely immaculate.
 “You’re totally mad”, said John to his rather clueless
friend.
 Mr Burke was clearly furious. “You’ve done the most
dreadful damage!” he shouted.

Comparison of Adjectives

 Which of these words are adjectives?
 dark
 darker
 darkest

 How do they differ from one another?
 absolute: dark
 comparative: darker
 superlative: darkest

 Most adjectives can be compared like this. We say
they are gradable adjectives.

Comparison of Adjectives

 Can you fill in the missing boxes?
Absolute

Comparative

Superlative

quick
newer
oldest
intelligent

most recent
taller
better
worst

Comparison of Adjectives

 Which of these adjectives are gradable?










American
stupid
final
beautiful
ridiculous
unbelievable
healthy
dead
funny

Attributive vs Predicative Use


 I see a cheeky boy. (attributive)
 The boy is cheeky. (predicative)
 Adjectives are used either attributively or
predicatively.
 When used attributively, the adjective is simply
placed next to the noun as an attribute.
 the crazy dog

 When used predicatively, the adjective is asserted to
belong to the noun by a linking verb.
 The dog is crazy.

Practice


 Attributive or predicative use?











My sandwiches are delicious.
This book is rather dusty.
Can you cook me a tasty meal?
The black horse is really fast.
My favourite subject is Ancient Greek.
Sarah seemed to be slightly deaf.
Everyone present clapped when he came in.
He declared Rasputin mentally insane.
He said it was a serious situation.
He said that the situation was serious.

Adjective Test


1. What two word classes do adjectives describe? [2]
2. What does the Latin word adjectus mean? [1]
3. “He drove the car so clumsily that he nearly hit my new fence.”
How many adjectives? [1]
4. The adjective last is not g……. [1]
5. Larger is a c……… adjective. [1]
6. What is the superlative of easy? [1]
7. “Mary is clever.” Here clever is a p………. adjective. [1]
8. “He’s a clever boy.” Here clever is an a………. adjective. [1]
9. “He has a very long nose.” Here the adverb very may be called
an i………. [1]

More Practice


 Some adjectives are only used in one way:
 afraid
 main
 fond
 asleep
 daily
 alive
 chief
 alone
 unaware
 ashamed

Postpositive Adjectives


 What does postpositive mean?
 It means placed immediately after the noun.
 Attributive adjectives are sometimes used
postpositively. Can you spot them?







When the tall man entered, everyone present clapped.
In times past huge dinosaurs walked the earth.
My elder sister was dying to meet the Princess Royal.
We took the shortest route possible to get here.
Can you tell me the location of the best hotel available?
He said that the soldiers responsible for the violent
murder should appear before a court martial.

Inherent vs Non-Inherent


 an old man = a man who is old 
 difficult questions = questions which are difficult 
 the people responsible = the people who are
responsible 
 a small businessman = a businessman who is small 
 Here small refers to the business, not the man!
 We call the adjective small in this case non-inherent.
 That means it doesn’t belong directly to the noun.
 The other kinds of adjectives are called inherent.

Practice


 I can’t wait to climb those distant hills.
 I’m dreading next week’s visit by my distant relatives.
 What does distant really belong to here?

 “You’re a complete idiot”, said Martin.
 What does complete really belong to here?

 Today I read a complete chapter of my book.
 My neighbour is a really heavy smoker.
 What does heavy really belong to here?

 I couldn’t lift the heavy rock.
 I watched the old man crossing the road.
 James is an old friend of mine.
 What does old really belong to here?

Nominal Adjectives


 Blessed are the meek.
 How many adjectives? How many nouns?
 We could also write: The meek are blessed.
 The meek means meek people.
 meek is a nominal adjective in this sentence.
 What does nominal mean?
 nominal means like a noun.
 Do you remember the Latin word for name?
 It’s nomen, nominis.
 We use lots of nominal adjectives in English.

Spotting Nominal Adjectives


 N.B. Nominal adjectives are always singular.
 The nurse always paid special attention to the old
and the sick.
 The British have always hated the French!
 The Americans knew that the Japanese would make
an attack on Peal Harbour.
 Jesus cured the deaf, the lame and the blind.
 In the Second World War, the Germans fought the
Russians as well as the French.
 You did the opposite to what I asked.

Spotting Nominal Adjectives


 The best is yet to come.
 The best things in life are worth waiting for.
 The elder of the two children is my daughter.
 The lawyer questioned Jesus about the
commandments. “Which is the greatest?” he asked.
 Only the extremely wealthy can afford to live in this
beautiful village.
 The poorest are often treated the worst.
 “I like all kinds of people”, said Paul, “the good, the
bad and the ugly!”

Adjectives and Nouns


 The rally car won the race easily. How many
adjectives are there in that sentence?
 Rally is not an adjective. It’s a noun.
 Rally car is a compound noun.
 Can we say, ”This car is rally” or ”The very rally car
is winning”?
 No. This shows that rally is not an adjective, even
though it describes the car.
 The bright red family car came in last place in
Saturday’s race. How many adjectives?

Adjectives vs Nouns


 Life insurance is not cheap.
 The Prime Minister is a close friend of mine.
 The Chinese Embassy is just down the road.
 Friday is a busy day for me.
 Our patient records are confidential.
 I can’t solve this mathematical puzzle.
 Our kitchen sink is truly filthy!
 The Russian family put to sea in a wooden boat.
 The French people are noted for their superb wines.

Participles



 We’ll study participles when we study Verbs.
 But we need to recognise them now, because they
are often used as adjectives.
 I am cooking. We are crying. They are staring.
 Add -ing to a verb to get the present participle.
 I have cooked. We have cried. They have stared.
 Add -ed to a verb to get the past participle.
 There are exceptions to this rule:
 I have shown. (not showed)
 We have thought. (not thinked)

Participial adjectives


 The barking dog chased the terrified cat.
 These are called participial adjectives.
 The dog was barking and terrified the cat.
 Here these same participles are used as verbs.
 Some –ed participles don’t actually end in –ed!
 The book was unknown to him. (not unknowed)
 He felt misunderstood. (not misunderstanded)

 Some –ed participles are not based on actual verbs.
 She was a talented musician. (talent is not a verb)
 He is a renowned scientist. (renown is not a verb)

Hyphenated Adjectives


 We often add participles to nouns or adjectives to
form special hyphenated adjectives, e.g.
 alcohol-based chemicals
 quick-thinking children

 Can you spot similar examples in the following?
 The new light bulbs are meant to be energy-saving
devices, but some people think they’re harmful.
 The battle-hardened soldiers set off into hostile
territory on their fact-finding mission.
 The hard-working children are now taking classes at
the new purpose-built school down the road.

Spot the adjectives


 My friend and I felt really embarassed by our uncle’s
strange behaviour last night.
 NB. Possessive adjectives are now termed determiners in English grammar.

 My new book is really boring and disappointing.
There’s nothing exciting in it at all.
 He told me a very moving story about his childhood.
 The factory workers looked striking in their new
uniforms.
 This document is hand-written, not typed.
Consequently, it’s illegible.

Ordering of adjectives


 We saw some expensive green Russian dolls in the
shop window yesterday.
 Could we say Russian green expensive dolls or green
Russian expensive dolls instead?
 No.
 There are rules for the correct ordering of English
adjectives, but the good news is that they belong to
advanced grammar, not intermediate grammar!

Commas between Adjectives


 The tall, distinguished, good-looking man smiled
at Emma as she made her way down the staircase.
 Do we need commas to separate the adjectives?
 Yes. But why?
 Because they’re coordinate adjectives, i.e. adjectives
on the same level but independent of each other.
 I saw a poor old lady crossing the road.
 Do we need commas between poor and old?
 No. They’re cumulative adjectives, i.e. adjectives
that must be “piled” on each other in the right order.

Commas between Adjectives


 How can we tell the difference between coordinate and
cumulative adjectives?
 RULE 1: Can we put and between them?
 RULE 2: Can we reverse their order?
 If yes to both, then they’re coordinate, otherwise they’re
cumulative.
 The good-looking and tall and distinguished man … 
 The old and poor lady … 

Your turn! Which is correct?


 The former secret agent was captured.
 The former, secret agent was captured.
 My grandmother lived a long happy life.
 My grandmother lived a long, happy life.
 We travelled over narrow, winding treacherous roads.
 We travelled over narrow winding, treacherous roads.
 We travelled over narrow, winding, treacherous roads.
 We attended a long, tedious, planning session.
 We attended a long tedious planning session.
 We attended a long, tedious planning session.

Test - I


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Find and correct any errors!
English has three cases: subjective, accusative, and
possessive.
English is a highly inflected language.
The word noun comes from the Latin word nonem which
means thing.
Piano is the singular of pianoes.
The plural of dwarf is either dwarfs or dwarves. The
plural of hoof is either hoofs or hooves. The plural of
crisis is either crisises or crises.

Test - II


Find and correct any errors!
6. Nouns can be classed as either (i) common or (ii) improper.
7. Here are some examples of noncount nouns: milk, cheese,
chess, music, mud, dirt, cement, joy, happiness.
8. Nouns can be classed as either (i) abstract or (ii) cement.
9. Here are some examples of nouns generally regarded as
abstract: cement, courage, beauty, goodness, brick.
10. Here’s an example of a competitive noun: “a crash of
rhinoceroses.”

Test - III


Find and correct any errors!
11. Book cover is an example of a compost noun.
12. When we add ing to the beginning of a verb, we get the
present particle.
13. Geraniums are words which look like verbs and act like
nouns. Here’s an example: “Singing is my favorite hobby.”
14. The superlative form of good is better.
15. The comparative form of bad is either worse, more bad or
badder.

Test - IV


Find and correct any errors!
16. “A frighteningly large, smelly, fat rat darted quickly behind
the rather tall, wooden desk.” How many adjectives?
17. The adjective alone cannot be used attributively, only
predictably.
18. “The person responsible.” In this phrase the adjective
responsible is used postoperatively.
19. “The French and the Germans did the opposite of what the
British expected.” How many nominal adjectives?
20. “A howling baby.” Howling is a participial adjective, based
on the past participle of the adverb howl.

Verbs


 Write down all the verbs you spot in the following
passage.
 Her pace slowed and an ache spread from between her
shoulders. Vapours swirled and banked; the light of oncoming headlights drained out of the car. [...] Sodium
street lamps burned phosphorescent holes in the fog,
but as she turned off Main Street to the cottage she
noticed the one which illuminated the alley was out.
 How many did you get?
 There are 10: slowed, spread, swirled, banked, drained,
burned, turned, noticed, illuminated, was.

Verbs


 The word verb comes from the Latin verbum (word).
 “Verbs are doing words”. “Verbs are action words.”
 Are those good definitions?
 Spot the verbs below:
a. The cat attacks and kills the rat.
b. The boy sat lazily in front of the television.
c. Some boys are very tall.

 In sentence b, does the verb express an action or a state?
 In sentence c, does the verb express an action or a link?

Transitive vs Intransitive


 Verbs can express:
 an action
 a state
 a link

 Verbs expressing an action are transitive.
 Verbs expressing a state are intransitive.
 Verbs expressing a link are linking verbs. They’re really a
subset of intransitive verbs.
 Some verbs can be used transitively and intransitively:
 I dream. (intransitive)
 I dream a bad dream. (transitive)

Transitive vs Intransitive (II)


 Transitive comes from Latin transeo (I cross over).
 So transitive means the action goes out from the subject and
“crosses over” to an object. E.g. I cook dinner.
 Transitive verbs take direct objects.
 Intransitive verbs (including linking verbs) don’t. They
express internal states. E.g. I sleep. I rest.
 The most common linking verbs are:
 be
 become
 seem, appear, look

Transitive vs Intransitive (III)


 Transitive, intransitive or linking? You decide.
 When he heard the news, he hit the roof!
 Paul tasted the delicious soup.
 “This soup tastes yummy!”
 The grass is really growing fast this spring.
 Mr Greenfinger grows exceedingly good marrows.
 The days are rapidly becoming longer.
 The nights draw in quickly in November.
 When I kicked him, the dog let out a noisy yelp.

Transitive vs Intransitive (IV)


 John slept more soundly that night than a log of wood!
 We stood a long way off from the bonfire.
 Tom won first prize in the race.
 Yesterday the weather was truly awful.
 The lightning struck the top of the tall building.
 Sarah is the cleverest girl in her class.
 Sarah is regarded as the cleverest girl in her class.
 The snow lay thick on the mountain tops.
 His brother was becoming a real nuisance.
 She looked like death warmed up!

Verbs – Principal Parts


 What does the term principal parts mean?
 The “main bits” of a verb!
 What happens if you don’t know these “main bits”?
 You could make mistakes! Spot the following mistakes:
 He will run faster today than he runned last year.
 I have often thinked that I should become a priest.
 He hitted him with his fist and then shooted away.

 Most Latin verbs have four principal parts. How many do
English verbs have?
 Answer: three.

Verbs – Principal Parts


 Example: know, knew, known
 Look at the following table.
Tense

Participle

Present

know

knowing

Past

knew

known

 Which word is left out of the principal parts?
 The present participle. Why?
 Because it’s usually obvious.

Verbs – Principal Parts


 Can you work out the principal parts of sing?
 Let’s look at our table again.
Tense

Participle

Present

sing

singing

Past

sang

sung

 The answer is sing, sang, sung.
 Are the principal parts always different from one another?
 No. Sometimes two are the same, sometimes all three!

Verbs – Principal Parts


 How to check you’ve got the right principal parts.
 Take a verb, e.g. the verb to break.
 First put it in the simple present using one word: I break.
 Then put it in the simple past using one word: I broke.
 Then use the word “have” before it: I have broken.
 So we get break, broke, broken.
 Let’s do another one: eat.
 eat, ate, eaten
 And see?
 see, saw, seen

Verbs – Principal Parts

 walk
 walk, walked, walked
 fly
 fly, flew, flown
 hit
 hit, hit, hit
 think
 think, thought, thought
 freeze
 freeze, froze, frozen

 forget
 forget, forgot, forgotten
 do
 do, did, done
 cut
 cut, cut, cut
 go
 go, went, gone
 be
 be, was/were, been

Verbs – To Be


 Note the verb to be.
 The first principal part is be, not am.
 This is revealing. Do you know why?
 It shows us that the first principal part represents the
bare infinitive, not the simple present.
 What is a bare (or naked) infinitive? It’s the base form of
the verb, the infinitive minus the preceding to.
 For example, the bare infinitive of to see is simply see.
 The verb to be is the only English verb which has a
different bare infinitive from the simple present.

Verbs


 The Latin verb amo goes like this in the present tense:
Person

Latin

English

1st singular

amo

I love

2nd singular

amas

you love

3rd singular

amat

he/she loves

1st plural

amamus we love

2nd plural

amatis

you love

3rd plural

amant

they love

 Note first how the three grammatical persons work.
 Note how English conjugates the present tense.

Verbs – Tenses


 Latin has six tenses. English has twelve!
 Tense is made up (i) time and (ii) aspect.
 There are three types of time:
•
•
•

present
past
future

 There are four types of aspect:
•
•
•
•

simple
continuous (progressive)
perfect (perfective)
perfect continuous

Verbs – Tenses


Active Voice

Simple

Continuous

Perfect

Perfect Continuous

Present

I see

I am seeing

I have seen

I have been seeing

Past

I saw

I was seeing

I had seen

I had been seeing

I shall see

I shall be seeing

I shall have
seen

I shall have been
seeing

no ptc.

present ptc.

Future

past ptc.

been + present ptc.

• A tense is defined as time/aspect, e.g. Present Simple.
• Present Simple and Past Simple are sometimes called true tenses,
the others compound tenses.
• Compound tenses use auxiliary verbs and participles.
• Note the importance of knowing the principal parts!
• The Future Simple is sometimes expressed as I am going to see.

English – Latin Tenses


Active Voice

Simple

Continuous

Perfect

Perfect Continuous

Present

I see

I am seeing

I have seen

I have been seeing

Past

I saw

I was seeing

I had seen

I had been seeing

I shall see

I shall be seeing

I shall have
seen

I shall have been
seeing

Future

• Latin present tense.
• Latin future tense.
• Latin imperfect tense.

• Latin perfect tense.
• Latin pluperfect tense.
• Latin future perfect tense.

Verbs - Identify tense


 My baby brother is crying upstairs.
 present continuous
 The soldier was carrying a heavy backpack.
 past continuous
 Tomorrow Paul will be holding a party at his house.
 future continuous
 The gorilla leapt down from the tree.
 past simple
 I have just been visiting my friend.
 present perfect continuous

Verbs - Identify tense


 Jane had just been washing her hair.
 past perfect continuous
 It rained hard during the night.
 past simple
 We’re going to have fish and chips tonight.
 future simple using “going to” = “We will have…”
 By midday, we will have been walking for five hours.
 future perfect continuous
 I love eggs and bacon for breakfast.
 present simple

Verbs – Active vs Passive


 The last table read Active Voice in the corner.
 There are two grammatical voices in English:
1. Active
2. Passive

 Examples:
 I throw the ball. (active voice)
 The ball is being thrown. (passive voice)

 To distinguish active from passive, ask yourself:
 Does the subject perform the action? (active)
 Does the subject “suffer” the action? (passive)

Put these sentences into the passive voice


 He wrote a letter.
 A letter was written by him.
 They knew it.
 It was known by them.
 She sang a song.
 A song was sung by her.
 He very much loved his friends.
 His friends were very much loved by him.
 She did not know anything about it.
 Nothing about it was known by her.

Put these sentences into the passive voice


 Nobody could discourage him from his studies.
 He could not be discouraged by anyone from his
studies.
 You did not listen to me.
 I was not listened to by you.
 Did anyone steal your purse?
 Was your purse stolen by anyone?
 Did Alice invite you?
 Were you invited by Alice?

Use Passive Voice with care


 Improper use of passive voice reduces the directness and
effectiveness of one’s writing.
 Microsoft Word will often suggest you consider rewriting
a sentence in the active voice.
 Note the green squiggly line, indicating a grammar issue.

 Instead of “Eric was given more work”, consider, “The
boss gave Eric more work.”
 Instead of “The rubbish needs to be taken out”, consider,
“You need to take the rubbish out.”

Verbs – Tenses


Passive
Voice

Simple

Continuous

Perfect

Perfect
Continuous

Present

I am seen

I am being seen

I have been seen

(rarely used)

Past

I was seen

I was being seen

I had been seen

(rarely used)

Future

I shall be seen

I shall be being seen

I shall have been seen

(rarely used)

past ptc. of verb preceded by…
no ptc.

•
•
•
•

present ptc. of be

past ptc. of be

All tenses in passive voice use the main verb’s past participle.
Can you see now why the past participle is called the -ed participle?
The perfect continuous passive is rarely if ever used. Too cumbersome!
The Future Simple is sometimes expressed as I am going to be seen.

Identify tense – all passive



 The cannon will be fired tomorrow at dawn.
 future simple (passive)
 A really great time was being had by everyone.
 past continuous (passive)
 I shall have been punished in full when I finish my
prison sentence.
 future perfect (passive)
 I shan’t be seen by anyone tonight.
 future simple (passive)
 The fence has been damaged at least three times.
 present perfect (passive)

Identify tense – all passive


 They are considered the cleverest men alive.
 present simple (passive)
 Martin had often been criticised for sloppy work.
 past perfect (passive)
 We are being followed by a man in a dark coat.
 present continuous (passive)
 They were being shouted at by the spectators.
 past continuous (passive)
 Tomorrow at this time I will be being cheered by the crowd.
 future continuous (passive)

Verb Phrases


 “We were behaving very badly on that day.”
 How many verbs above?
 Two. But they form one verb phrase.
 What is a phrase?
 A group of words which form a grammatical unit.
 How many verbs can a verb phrase contain?
 Up to four.
 Intervening adverbs don’t count.
 Paul was always exceeding the speed limit.
 She will never again take her eyes off the road.

Verb Phrases


 Each verb phrase has
 one main verb
 between zero and three auxiliary verbs

 What does auxiliary mean?
 “Helping out” or “supporting”.
 “I have been visiting my friend.”
 How many verbs in that verb phrase?
 Which is the main verb?
 Which are the auxiliary verbs?

Primary Auxiliary Verbs



 Three verbs act as primary auxiliary verbs.
 See if you can guess them by looking at these sentences:
 John is walking the dog at the moment.
 John has walked the dog today.
 Yes, Mary does walk the dog sometimes.

 The three primary auxiliary verbs are be, have, and do.
 Of course, these verbs aren’t always auxiliary. Often
they are the main verb:
 The cat is brilliant at catching mice.
 We now have a new car in the garage.
 He does his homework very slowly.

Primary Auxiliary Verbs



 When do we use the verb do as an auxiliary verb?
 Here are some examples sentences:
• Do you think the weather will be good today?
• I don’t like eating curried eels.
• “I do want to see her again”, said Mr Darcy.

 We use do in:
 questions
 negative statements
 for emphasis

 Often do appears as don’t, doesn’t, did, or didn’t.

Test – 20 points



 Give principal parts of the verb “run”. [2]
 Give principal parts of the verb “have”. [2]
 How many pure tenses does English have? [1]
 How many compound tenses does English have? [1]
 Name the two voices in English. [2]
 What are the three primary auxiliary verbs? [3]
 What are the non-primary auxiliary verbs called? [1]
 “The sun disappeared from sight.” Identify tense. [2]
 “I’ve been playing football”. Identify tense and voice. [3]
 “He was being scolded.” Identify tense and voice. [3]

Modal Auxiliaries



 “I will be going to London tonight.”
 How many verbs in the verb phrase above?
 How many main verbs?
 How many auxiliary verbs?
 How many primary auxiliary verbs?
 How many modal auxiliary verbs?
 “Shall” and “will” are modal auxiliary verbs.
 “Will you come with me, please?”
 What kind of auxiliary is “will” here?
 Can you think of any other modal auxiliaries?

Modal Auxiliaries


Modals

will
shall
may
can
must

would
should
might
could

Quasi-modals

ought to
have (got) to
dare
be going to
be able to

had better
need

used to

 Modal verbs provide a wide range of meanings, e.g.
 ability, permission, requests, obligation, advice, etc.

Modal Auxiliaries



 When modals are used, the tense becomes a little less easy
to identify.
 Try these:
 I should have done my homework yesterday.
 I should have been doing my homework yesterday.
 I should do my homework now.
 I should be doing my homework now.
 I should do my homework tomorrow morning.
 I should be doing my homework tomorrow morning.
 I should have done my homework by tomorrow evening.

Question Time



 No, you may certainly not marry that silly woman!
 Identify the verb phrase.

 I should have worked a lot harder on this job.
 Identify the primary auxiliary.

 It could be a very dangerous expedition.
 Identify the main verb.

 But we might not have been at home yesterday!
 Identify the modal auxiliary.

 Mr Jones would always take a nap in the afternoon.
 How many primary auxiliary verbs?

Test - I


 Name all three word classes have studied so far. [3]
 nouns, adjectives, verbs
 Name three word classes that we haven’t studied. [3]
 Any three of adverbs, conjunctions, determiners, interjections,
prepositions, & pronouns.
 Name the three verbs used as primary auxiliaries. [3]
 be, have, do
 What word is used to describe non-primary auxiliary verbs? [1]
 modal
 Tense is made up of what two things? [2]
 time and aspect

Test - II


 Name the two pure tenses in English. [2]
 present simple and past simple.
 What word is used to describe the other 10 non-pure
tenses? [1]
 compound.
 Name the two Voices used by Verbs. [2]
 active and passive.
 State the principal parts of “lie” as in “I lie down.” [2]
 lie, lay, lain.
 “I haven’t seen you for ages.” Name the tense. [1]
 present perfect.

Practice

 “I do not want people to be agreeable, as it saves
me the trouble of liking them.” (Jane Austen)
 Name the tense.
 What words form the verb phrase?
 Name the form of the verb.
 What word class is this?
 Name the form of the verb.
 Identify all the nouns.
 Can you identify all the pronouns also?

Practice

 “It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single
man in possession of a good fortune, must be in want of
a wife.” (Pride and Prejudice)
 What form of the verb is this?
 What do we call an adjective formed from a participle?
 Name the word class.
 Is the adjective used attributively or predicatively?
 What kind of word is “must” here?
 Is it primary or modal?
 Identify all the nouns.
 Can you identify all the prepositions also?

Participles

What letters do present participles end in?
Present participles are sometimes called –ing participles.
Do present participles appear among the principal parts?
Do past participles appear among the principal parts?
What else are past participles called?
They not only help to form past tenses but also the _____
voice. E.g. We are being followed by a strange man.
 Participles can
o help form verb phrases
o act as adjectives (participial adjectives)
o act as nouns (gerunds) – present participles only







Identify the Participles

 When the postman knocked, I was still eating my
breakfast.
 The hungry tiger ate the terrified antelope.
 Having found my luggage again, I was delighted.
 “Your children are very annoying.” “Oh really, just
whom are they annoying?”
 Smoking can destroy your health.
 She hates cooking because it always makes her feel
exhausted.
 Tired children should be sent to bed!

Prepositions


 Can you spot prepositions?
 The family went to Florida.
 The boy walked with his mother.
 The lady fell off the bicycle.
 James walked down the stairs.
 Tim walked across the road.
 Sarah ran toward the bus stop.
 The lorry drove around the roundabout.
 The train travelled along the track.
 The spoon fell into the custard.

Prepositions

 Prepositions go before:
o nouns (and noun phrases)
o gerunds
o pronouns

 That’s why they’re called “pre-positions”!
 John talked about the new film.
 Can prepositions appear after the words they go with?
 This is the film which John talked about.
 These are the documents you asked for.
 Some people think this is breaking a rule of grammar!

Prepositions

 In Latin all prepositions take either the accusative or
ablative case.
 Prepositions indicate some kind of relationship
between things or people.
 These relationships are often:
 of space (spatial)
 of time (temporal)

 I fell off my bicycle. (spatial)
 It rained during the afternoon. (temporal)
 It was a beautiful day despite the rain. (other)

Identify the Prepositions

 The cat sat on the mat without moving.
 We went to a restaurant after the football match.
 I go jogging for ten miles every day.
 Her desk is located diagonally opposite my desk.
 I did not get the documents until 5 pm.
 I never leave my house without an umbrella, due to
the uncertain weather.
 Eight plus six equals fourteen.
 She found her earring underneath the carpet.
 She walked past me, but refused to acknowledge my
presence.

Foreign prepositions

 sans
 à propos
 circa
 via
 versus
 cum
 vis-à-vis
 pro
 anti
 in lieu of

 without
 with reference to
 around, about
 by way of
 against, in contrast to
 with
 in relation to
 in favour of
 in opposition to
 instead of

Multi-word prepositions

 In view of your teacher’s report, I have no choice but
to punish you severely.
 Mark was delighted, delirious with pleasure, on top of
the world.
 According to this speaker, we should not be in favour
of hunting foxes.
 Let me wish you all a very happy Christmas on behalf
of the directors.
 I haven’t been in contact with my friends because of
my illness.
 It rained heavily all week apart from Wednesday.

Prepositional Phrases

 Prepositional phrases begin with the preposition itself.
 The preposition is the headword, i.e. the cornerstone of
the phrase.
 What do you think the headword is in a verb phrase?
 Spot the prepositional phrases:






After dinner, our parents went directly to bed.
Due to the bad weather, the match was cancelled.
Henry and Jasper fought over their Christmas presents.
She’s been working since Monday afternoon.
He was too fat to fit into his old trousers any longer.

Prepositional Verbs

 Some verbs are followed by prepositions.
 We decided on the ballet.
 Money worries and overwork led to illness.
 Notice that decide on does not mean the same as decide.
 Similarly, lead to does not mean the same as lead.
 Prepositional verbs have their own special meanings.
 Prepositional verbs must be followed directly by
prepositional phrases.
 We can’t simply say, “He decided on” or “Overwork led
to”.

Phrasal Verbs

 He looked after his friend. 
 He looked his friend after. 
 He dug up the gold. 
 He dug the gold up. 
 “Look after” is a prepositional verb. Here “after” is a
preposition; it must come before the noun.
 “Dig up” is a phrasal verb. Here “up” is an adverb; it
may come after the noun.
 Phrasal verbs use adverbs, not prepositions.
 In phrasal verbs the adverb can come after the noun.

Prepositional Verbs

 Be careful to distinguish prepositions from adverbs!
 Often the same words can be either!
 The cat climbed up the tree. Then he came down again.
 The cat climbed up. Then he came down the ladder.
 Is “climb up” a prepositional verb?
 Is “came down” a prepositional verb?
 No. Remember these two rules:
1. Prepositional verbs have a meaning quite distinct from
the base verb itself.
2. Prepositional verbs must be followed by an object.
(Phrasal verbs don’t have to be.)

Prepositional Verbs?

 Some prepositional verbs are in this form:
 verb + adverb + preposition

 He got on with his new friends very well.
 He looked forward to meeting her at the station.
 Note, the preposition must come at the end, i.e. after the
adverb, in this form of prepositional verb.
 He ran out of beer.
 She put up with him for ages.
 Some grammars call this form of verb phrasalprepositional! We won’t.

Prepositional, Phrasal or Neither?


 Please look after the children for me.
 Mark had fallen for Julie in a big way!
 My car broke down on the motorway.
 While he was out, he ran into his friend.
 Mrs Dopey fell off her bicycle.
 He brought the matter up in class.
 She wore her friend down with her persistence.
 He ran the dog over in his car.
 She grabbed hold of her keys.
 What are you talking about?

Prepositional, Phrasal or Neither?


 This year they called off the Winter Olympics.
 Cynthia asked after John.
 John asked Cynthia out.
 Are your parents in?
 Please bear with me for a moment.
 Jane ran about the house excitedly.
 There’s no need to check up on her every five minutes.
 The tiger hungrily closed in on his prey.
 Why don’t you come over next weekend?
 I’m not entirely sure I can count on you.

Prepositional, Phrasal or Neither?


 We’ll have to cut back on our water usage.
 The highwayman tried to do his comrade in.
 The students edged away from her.
 We’ve fallen behind with our mortgage payments.
 The horse jumped over the fence with ease.
 Sooner or later you’ll have to face up to your crimes.
 Would you fill out the form, please?
 I will have to fill in for him till he gets back.
 Let's gather up our things and leave.
 What exactly is he getting at?

Test

 He himself was a very old man with shaggy white
hair which grew over most of his face as well as on
his head, and they liked him almost at once.
 Identify all the adjectives.
 But on the first evening when he came out to meet
them at the front door he was so odd-looking that
Lucy was a little afraid of him, and Edmund wanted
to laugh and had to keep on pretending he was
blowing his nose to hide it.
 Identify all the infinitives.
 Bonus: What class of word is “But”?

Test


 Once there were four children whose names were Peter,
Susan, Edmund and Lucy.
 Identify all the verbs.
 This story is about something that happened to them
when they were sent away from London during the war
because of the air-raids.
 Identify all the prepositions.
 They were sent to the house of an old Professor who lived
in the heart of the country, ten miles from the nearest
railway station and two miles from the nearest post office.
 Identify all the nouns.
 He had no wife and he lived in a very large house with a
housekeeper called Mrs Macready and three servants.
 Identify all the participles.

Test

 As soon as they had said good night to the Professor
and gone upstairs on the first night, the boys came
into the girls’ room and they all talked it over.
 Identify all the prepositions.
 “We've fallen on our feet and no mistake,” said
Peter. “This is going to be perfectly splendid. That
old chap will let us do anything we like.“
 Identify all the nouns.
 Bonus: What class of word is “This” here?
 “I think he’s an old dear,” said Susan.
 Identify all the nouns.

Test

 “Oh, come off it!” said Edmund, who was tired and
pretending not to be tired, which always made him badtempered. “Don't go on talking like that.”
 Identify all the participles.
 “Like what?” said Susan; “and anyway, it’s time you were
in bed.”
 Identify all the prepositional phrases.
 “Trying to talk like Mother,” said Edmund. “And who are
you to say when I'm to go to bed? Go to bed yourself.”
 Identify all the proper nouns.
 Bonus: What kind of word is “when” here?

Adverbs


 Can you spot adverbs?
 He ran so quickly that he was completely breathless.
 Tomorrow we will travel quickly down this river here.
 In basic grammar we usually learn that adverbs modify
verbs. Hence their name: adverbs.
 Also, that many of them are formed by adding -ly to an
adjective, e.g. slow → slowly.
 But, adverbs modify not just verbs, but just about any
other word class including adverbs themselves!
 Also, many of them don’t end in -ly.

Adverbs

 Spot the adverbs. What do they modify?

 The frog climbed slowly up the well.
 Arthur was an extremely bright boy.
 The rain fell very heavily that night.
 We managed to speak to almost everyone.
 They had quite a party last night.
 The dead man lay just behind the copse.
 So many marbles lay on the floor, it was dangerous.
 Frankly, I simply do not trust you!
 Why did you behave like that last night?
 However, the girls eventually showed up.

Adverbs

 How can I recognise an adverb?
 RULE: If you’re not sure about a word’s class, it’s an
adverb! (Don’t take this too seriously).
 Adverbs usually answer questions such as how? in
what way? when? where? and to what extent?
 Usually they modify a word or a phrase, but
sometimes they modify a whole clause or sentence:
 She nearly tripped. (modifies verb)
 He was extremely lazy. (modifies adjective)
 Nevertheless, he was exhausted. (modifies whole
sentence)

Adverb Types

 Interrogation: how? when? how often? where? why?
 Relative: how, when, how often, where, why
 Manner: carefully, correctly, quickly, well, badly
 Time: early, late, then, today, tomorrow, now, never
 Frequency: never, sometimes, always, usually, daily
 Place: here, there, forward, outside, ahead, nowhere
 Degree: very, quite, extremely, slightly, barely
 Affirmation/Negation: no, yes, not, indeed
 Connection: moreover, therefore, however, also
 Comment: fortunately, frankly, basically

Comparison of Adverbs

 Adverbs of manner are the largest adverb group.
 Most of them have three forms:
 basic
 comparative
 superlative

 Usually we use more for the comparative (e.g. more
quickly) and most for the superlative (e.g. most quickly)
 Which is best? He ran slower or He ran more slowly?
 Spot the difference here: He ran most quickly vs He ran
the most quickly.

Comparison of Adverbs

 What is the comparative of easily?
 What is the superlative of easily ?
 What adverb corresponds to the adjective good ?
 What is the comparative form of well ?
 What is the superlative form of well ?
 Which is correct?
 He did worse than his colleagues.
 He did more badly than his colleagues.

 Change to superlative: He performed badly.

Spot the Adverbs

 He kicked the ball towards the goalkeeper, who
fortunately headed it away from the goal.
 I suddenly realised that I was wasting my time on a matter
that was ridiculously simple.
 “Some people have so got the wrong end of the stick about
adverbs. Adverbs are not bad, but using them lazily is.”
 However, we all worked extremely hard that evening, so
much so that we were utterly exhaused by the morning.
 “Which way did he go? Up or down?”, said Bill. “I really
don’t know”, I answered. “Perhaps he just vanished
altogether! One never knows.”

How many Adverbs?

1. “This food tastes disgusting,” the rude boy shouted.
2. I really can’t find my glasses anywhere.
3. The class still hasn’t started yet. When does it start?
4. “No, I’m not coming,” he shouted wildly.
5. “I can’t hear anyone,” she said. “Hello. Is anyone there?”
6. I have often wondered how they did that.
7. Paul loved to do the cooking for everyone at weekends.
8. I am just beginning a new course.
9. She ran really slowly yesterday.
10. Seldom has one century seen so many changes.

Pronouns


 A pronoun is a pro-noun, a word that stands for a noun.
 Latin pro means “for” or “on behalf of”.
 Can you spot 14 pronouns here?
A Pronoun is a word which stands for a noun.
I want to know who can help me with this exercise.

What do you know about pronouns?
Everybody can learn English Grammar.

This is a quiz for students. This quiz is for us.
Whom did they ask for help with English pronouns?
Ask yourself, what is a pronoun? Are there any in this sentence?

Personal Pronouns

Person Subjective Objective Possessive
1 s.
I
me
mine
2 s.
thou
thee
thine
2 s. & pl.
you
you
yours
3 s.
he
him
his
3 s.
she
her
hers
3 s.
it
it
its
3 s.
one
one
(one’s)
1 pl.
we
us
ours
3 pl.
they
them
theirs

Question: What about my, your, thy, her, our, their? Are they pronouns?
No because they cannot stand on their own. They are possessive adjectives, determiners.
NB. his and its may be either possessive pronouns or determiners.

How many Personal Pronouns?


 “You’re hurting me,” cried Paula.
 “Don’t forget to brush your teeth,” said Mum.
 “I bet I can run faster than them,” she exclaimed.
 This one is mine, and that one is yours.
 Heads I win, tails you lose.
 “She can’t see us any longer!” he shouted.
 This toothbrush is his, that one is hers, and here’s mine!
 It looks like they’re coming for us!
 They couldn’t believe their eyes. It was raining again!

Reflexive & Intensive Pronouns


Person Pronoun
1 s.
myself
2 s.
thyself
2 s.
yourself
3 s.
himself
3 s.
herself
3 s.
itself
3 s.
oneself
1 pl.
ourselves
2 pl.
yourselves
3 pl.
themselves

Reflexive Pronoun Examples
• He saw himself in the mirror.
• I cut myself while shaving.
• We awarded the prize to ourselves!
Intensive Pronoun Examples

•
•
•

We can’t do it ourselves.
But Paul can do it himself.
I myself am very disappointed.

Caution!


 Don’t use reflexive pronouns inappropriately.
 “Bob and myself are in charge of this company.” 
 “Bob and I are in charge of this company.” 
 The error is called “the untriggered reflexive”!
 Which are correct?






I myself am in no way a fan of football.
These decisions will be taken by ourselves.
Go away and do it yourselves!
If you have any questions, contact myself or Mr Jones.
These people should not blame themselves.

Reciprocal Pronouns


 The reciprocal pronouns are:
 each other (two people involved)
 one another (two or more people involved)

 Reciprocal means “working both ways”.
 In maths, ½ is the reciprocal of 2, and 2 is the reciprocal of ½.
 Examples:
 They gave each other a present for Christmas.
 The players cheered and hugged one another.

 Reciprocal pronouns can also take possessive forms:
 They borrowed each other’s ideas.
 The scientists used one another’s equipment.

Pronouns


 We’ve seen five types of pronoun so far.
 Can you remember their names?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Personal (I, you, etc)
Possessive (mine, yours, etc)
Reflexive (myself, yourself, etc)
Intensive (myself, yourself, etc)
Reciprocal (one another, each other)

 How many more types are there?
 Four! That’s a total of nine, then.

Demonstrative Pronouns



The demonstrative (i.e. pointing-out) pronouns are:
this these
that those
such
Examples:
• That is incredible!
• I will never forget this.
• Such is my belief.
• Which do you prefer? These or those?

Interrogative Pronouns

The interrogative pronouns are:
• Who? Whom? Whose?
• Which?
• What?
Interrogative pronouns introduce direct & indirect questions:
•
•
•
•

Who are you?
What are you doing?
I asked what you were doing yesterday.
Katie showed me the apples and asked me which I wanted.

Relative Pronouns

who

whom whose

which what
that

• They can introduce (i) relative clause & (ii) a noun clause:
• Relative clauses relate to something already mentioned (the
antecedent): “Where is the boy who did this?”
• Noun clauses don’t refer to something already mentioned:
“Stop what you are doing!”
• In noun clauses, ever or soever is often added, e.g.
“Whatever you are doing up there, stop it now!”

Relative Pronouns & Commas


 Which is correct?
1. I’ve found the document which you were looking for.
2. I’ve found the document, which you were looking for.

 Don’t use a comma if the relative clause restricts the
antecedent — restrictive clause.
 Otherwise do — non-restrictive clause.
 The python which I caught yesterday is 30 feet long.
 The python, which is a dangerous animal, should
not be one’s first choice for a domestic pet.

Indefinite Pronouns


 Indefinite pronouns are less definite than other
pronouns; hence indefinite.
 There are lots of them! Let’s consider a few.
 someone
 something
 anyone
 anything
 no one
 everyone

Indefinite Pronouns


 Here are some more, arranged in categories:

 Assertive: some, someone, somebody, something
 Non-assertive: any, anyone, anybody, anything,
either
 Negative: none, no one, nobody, nothing, neither
 Universal: all, everyone, everybody, everything,
both, each
 Quantifying: much, many, more, most, (a) few,
fewer, fewest, several, enough, (a) little, less, least

Find all Pronouns


1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

This is a quiz for home-schooled students.
Mark, who is an excellent pianist, entertained
them.
Sam is bigger than she and he is as strong as I.
My friend, who is in school now, never liked her.
I want you to do the job yourself.
Take whichever you prefer.
I need just a few.

Find all Pronouns


1. We sold more today than yesterday.
2. They enjoyed themselves so much on that
trip.
3. Are you going to wear these glasses?
4. What apples did they buy there?
5. He wanted to kick himself for even making
that comment.
6. Some may function only as pronouns.
7. She wants to exchange these for those books.

Find all Pronouns


1. This is his book and that book is hers.
2. He wants to exchange these books for
those.
3. You take these and I will take those.
4. Bring whatever you have.
5. You will travel with Erik and me.
6. I want you to do the job yourself.
7. My father drove Mary and me to the
cinema.

Find all Pronouns


1. A few survived that temperature.
2. Is there any tea? Yes, there is some.
3. Which car will she want? Which will she
buy?
4. They want to know who did that!
5. Some were difficult. Some were easy.
6. Take whichever car you prefer.
7. The present that we bought was too small.

Find all Pronouns


1. For whom did you buy these?
2. Is there any on a table? No, there is not any.
3. Mark and I will have to give them a short
presentation.
4. What apples did they buy there?
5. Is there any tea? No, there is not any.
6. Few students are attending that class.
7. Several students have failed that.

Find all Pronouns


1. Some questions were difficult. Some were
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

easy.
Several students have failed that.
Does he eat French bread? Yes, he does.
We went to the store to buy ourselves some
lunch.
Their new business can’t possibly pay for
itself.
We have four extra tickets. Who wants to go
with us?

Find all Pronouns


1. My car is broken. Whose are we going to
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

drive?
They want to know who did that work!
Both agreed to stay with them.
Many bought tickets to the show.
If this isn’t ours, it must be theirs.
Are you going to wear these glasses?
Mary and I went to the movie.

Determiners


 What is a determiner?
 The older grammars don’t mention this word class at all!
 Here are some examples of determiners:
 I saw the boy. (definite article)
 I would like a doughnut, please. (indefinite article)
 I ate my dinner quickly. (possessive adjective)
 I can’t stand that man! (demonstrative adjective)
 He saw three woodpeckers today. (numeral)
 The second exercise was the hardest. (numeral)
 Both girls came to dinner. (quantifier)

Determiners


 Determiners go before a noun phrase.
They set the scope of the noun phrase.
 Determine means “to set the scope of ...”
 Determiners specify or quantify a noun phrase.
 1 - 3 determiners can precede a noun phrase.
1.
2.
3.

a fat man
both my friends
all her many cats

Determiner Examples


 articles — a, an, the
 possessives — my, your, his, her, our, their
 demonstratives — this, that, these, those
 interrogatives — which, what, whose
 conditionals — whichever
 exclamatives — what a … !
 sequencers — last, latter, previous, next
 quantifiers — some, any, both, either, all, no, many, few
 cardinal numbers — one, two, three
 ordinal numbers — first, second, third
 multipliers — half (of), twice, double, ten times

Determiners


 In old English grammars determiners are
treated as adjectives.
 But they differ from ordinary adjectives.
 They set the scope of noun phrases.
 They’re not used predicatively. We can say “my
friends” but not “the friends are my”.
 They can only be combined in certain ways, e.g.
all my many friends, not many my all friends.

Find The Determiners


 Your photograph is in all the papers.

 I’ll just have half a cup, please.
 Both these books were published last year.
 This fat cat eats far too much for my liking!
 I really need a new computer.
 There was no escape from the polar bear.
 Both my parents read ten books every week.

Find The Determiners


 “Where is my coffee?” asked Sam.
 No excuses will be accepted.
 Both my parents are out at the moment.
 All the examples in this book were copied
from several other books.
 “What a ridiculous remark”, his boss
exclaimed noisily.
 That’s the last time you borrow my biro!

Find The Determiners


 She won a double bonus this time.
 You can have the first five books, and I’ll take
the last three.
 Whatever you decide to do, I’ll be there for you.
 I can’t accept any more nonsense from you.
 The snake slithered over both his outstretched
hands.
 Our last cat gave us fifteen kittens.

Conjunctions


 What is a conjunction?
 It’s a “joining word”.
 Latin coniungo = I join with.
 Can you spot them?
 I was going to eat them all but I saved some for my sister.
 It’s been a long time since I last played football.
 I put on my coat and went out to play.
 Either spit that out or swallow it.
 I can’t do that now because I’m just too tired.

Conjunctions


 Conjunctions come in two main types:
 co-ordinating
 subordinating

 Co-ordinating conjunctions keep things at the
same grammatical level, e.g. ham and cheese.
 Subordinating conjunctions introduce a
subordinate (lower) clause, e.g. He ran away
because he was scared.

Coordinating Conjunctions


 For, And, Nor, But, Or, Yet, So
 FANBOYS
 and, but and or are the most widely used
coordinating conjunctions
 And joins words, phrases and clauses:
 bread and butter
 the dangerous snake and the unsuspecting hare
 I like beer and I also like wine.

Coordinating Conjunctions


Julie did not go to school, for she felt ill.
Charlotte loves to dance, and she enjoys singing.
Maria doesn’t lie, nor does she steal.
Jennifer loves rabbits, but she hates rats.
Anna can go to the gym, or she can stay at home.
Michael adores whisky, yet he can’t afford it.
Jim loves the sea, so he’s moving to the coast.

Subordinating Conjunctions


 Subordinating conjunctions subordinate one clause to
another.
 They may introduce the following kinds of clause:
 temporal – while, after, before, during, etc.
 causal – because, since, as, etc.
 oppositional (concessive) – (al)though, whereas, etc.
 conditional – if, only if, unless, etc.
 purpose (final) – in order to, so that, lest, etc.
 result (consecutive) – (so …/such …) that, so that …

Punctuating Conjunctions


 I went to bed early because I was tired.
 Because I was tired, I went to bed early.
 I heard a knock at the door while I was working.
 While I was working, I heard a knock at the door.
 Anne is my best friend, and she will soon be my wife!
 Anne is my best friend and will soon be my wife!
 I like cats, dogs and horses.
 I like cats, dogs, and horses.

Spot Conjunctions


I like the book you wrote. I say one of the poems while I
am skipping. I’ve been saying that poem since I was four
but now I say the version in your book. I look at the book
every day so that I can learn the last verse. Mrs Bradley
reads us poems when we have finished our work. Martin
likes the one about the chocolate bars because it is only five
words long. I like writing poems though I’m not as good at
it as Sheena. I am better if nobody bothers me. I could write
you a poem about my friend’s hamster or I could draw Mrs
Bradley’s cat for you. I like the picture of the rabbit and I
like the poem too. I want a rabbit but I am not allowed one.

Correlative Conjunctions


 Correlative conjunctions come in two parts:
 (n)either … (n)or …
 both … and …
 not (only) … but (also) …
 as … as …
 the more … the more (less) …
 no sooner … than …
 so … as …
 whether … or …

Conjuncts


 Conjunctive adverbs are not conjunctions. See slide 128.
 They are often called conjuncts in modern grammars.
 Conjuncts emphasize the connection between the
meaning of sentences or clauses.
 Here are a few: furthermore, however, likewise, thus,
consequently, therefore, lastly, etc.
 Spot the errors:
 He went to bed early, therefore he had a good sleep.
 She rang the bell, however he wasn’t at home.
 She was rude, consequently he ignored her in future.

Conjuncts vs Conjunctions


 The new director of the program is well qualified for his
job because he has spent many years studying the virus
in his laboratory. Moreover, he has travelled widely in
tropical countries in order to examine victims of the
disease.
 Although it rained hard all day, we all had a good time.”
 “It rained hard all day. We all had a good time,
however.”
 We all went to bed, nevertheless, as we were totally
exhausted.

Interjections


 Latin intericio = “I throw (something) between”.
 So interjections can be seen as “thrown into” a sentence.
 Interjections are sometimes divided into:
 interjections (properly so called)
 formulaic expressions

 So what’s the difference?
 Interjections (of the strict kind) are noises rather than
words, e.g. ouch, whoops. They are often involuntary
emotional exclamations.
 Formulaic expressions have a logical meaning, e.g. hello,
thanks, cheerio.

Formulaic Expressions


 Many formulaic expressions are “minced oaths”:






Gosh = God
blimey = God blind me
damn = may God damn this
crikey = Christ
jeepers (creepers) / jiminy cricket = Jesus Christ

 Many are simply blasphemies:
 OMG!
 Jesus wept! (Jn 11.35).

 Some grammars list no and yes as formulaic expressions
rather than adverbs. Yeah, right & ok are also examples.

Interjections or Formulaic Expressions?


 Bless you! (after someone sneezes)
 Phew! that was a close shave.
 Good morning, everyone!
 Yuk! I really hate spinach.
 What a speech! Hear hear!
 Go away you pesky cat! Shoo!
 So long! Be seeing you!
 Hand it over! Pronto!
 That was a lovely dinner. Thank you.

Formulaic Expressions


 Excuse me, you’ve dropped your purse.
 Ouch! You just trod on my foot.
 Hmm! I’m not quite sure what to do here.
 Okay, I’m coming in a minute.
 I don't know what the heck you're talking about.
 Wow! I’ve just won the lottery! I’m rich!
 Shut up! I’m talking. Just sit down and listen.
 Oh dear. What’s going on here?
 Yippee! I got a grade A in GCSE Latin.

Particles


 There are some odd words in English that don’t seem to
fit into the other word classes.
 These are sometimes called grammatical particles.
 Examples might be:





the infinitive marker to, e.g. to walk
existential there, e.g. there is
anticipatory it, e.g. it’s good to see you = to see you is good
dummy it, e.g. hold it, stop it, can you make it to my party?

 Some grammars regard the adverb not as a particle. I
don’t!

Existential There


 Existential ‘there’ is a special kind of particle.
 It’s usually followed by some form of the verb to be, e.g.
Once upon a time there was a giant …
 Other verbs might be exist, live, dwell, etc.
 Its function is to draw attention to the subject: “there’s a
dog in the garden” rather than “a dog is in the garden”.
 French uses il y a (present), il y aura (future), and il y
avait (imperfect). Note the adverb y (there).
 In Latin place the verb to be at the start of the sentence:
Est canis in horto = there is a dog in the garden.

Spotting Word Classes

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
Pronoun Conjunction Preposition
Determiner Interjection Particle

We drove off to find the best viewing spot, which turned
out to be the crest of the hill, so we could see the
approaching race. I asked the lads if we could join in the
‘Wacky Races’ and follow the donkeys, and they loved the
idea.
‘We'll open the car boot; you climb inside and point your
camera towards the race. As the donkeys overtake us, we'll
join the cars.’

‘But will you try and get to the front?’
‘Oh yes, that’s no problem.’

Grammatical Levels

Sentence

Clause

Clause

Phrase

Phrase

Phrase

Word

Word

Word

Phrase

A fifth level is the morpheme, the lowest level containing meaning, e.g. child-ren, child-ish, book-s, walk-ing.

Phrases


 Phrases are grammatical units which make up clauses.
 There are five types of phrase.
 Each type is identified by its headword (in red below).
1. noun phrase – a weak government
pronoun phrase – all those who came to dinner
2. verb phrase – may have succeeded
3. adjective phrase – far more enjoyable
4. adverb phrase – too noisily
5. prepositional phrase – in a wine bar
 NB. pronoun phrases are a subset of noun phrases.

Phrases


 Sometimes a phrase exists inside another phrase!
 Example: our friends in Australia
 Here the prepositional phrase “in Australia” modifies
the noun. So it belongs to the noun phrase.
 Here’s another example: the title of your book
 Don’t confuse phrases with clauses.
 Clauses are usually longer than phrases.
 Clauses are “mini-sentences”. Therefore, they have a
subject and a verb.

Noun Phrases


 Use NP as an abbreviation for Noun Phrase.
 He told me [NPthe title of his new book]. I liked it.
 What did the pronoun “it” refer to?
 Pronouns often refer to noun phrases, not mere nouns.
 A noun phrase may contain a prepositional phrase:
[NPthe hero [PPof the book]]
 Often it contains a relative clause: [NPthe cat [who crept
into my house last night]]
 Words needed to identify the noun belong to the NP.

Spot Headwords in NPs


 Cats make very affectionate pets.
 The editor rejected the manuscript.
 We drove through an enormous forest in Germany.
 People who cycle often get very wet.
 We really enjoy the funny stories he tells.
 I love a morning cup of coffee.
 Two of my guests have already arrived.
 Those who arrived late must leave early!

Prepositional Phrases


 Use PP as an abbreviation for Prepositional Phrase.
 The headword in a PP is the preposition itself.
 on the table
 behind the cupboard
 during the thunderstorm
 PPs contain NPs! And a NP may contain a PP which
itself contains another NP!
 [NPthe wooden bookcase]
 [PPon [NPthe wooden bookcase]]
 [NPmy tatty books [PPon [NPthe wooden bookcase]]]

Spot Headwords in PPs


 I had no idea you were in the bathroom. Sorry
 What on earth were you doing behind the greenhouse?
 Down from the sky swooped the hawk.
 Ouch! I’ve just trodden on a drawing pin!
 Don’t stay out too long in the sun. You’ll get burned.
 After a good night’s rest one feels totally refreshed.
 Thanks to his letter, I know how things stand between us.
 “Why did you laugh?” — “Because of his stupidity.”
 Where have you been during all this time?

Adverb and Adjective Phrases


 Use AdvP for Adverb Phrases.
 Use AdjP for Adjective Phrases.
 He ran [AdvPextremely fast].
 She was [AdjPintelligent].
 Adverb phrases are often embedded in adjective phrases:
[AdjP[AdvPhighly] intelligent]
 Adjective phrases are often embedded in noun phrases:
[NPthe [AdjP[AdvP[highly] intelligent] woman]

Spot Adverb and Adjective Phrases


 He hurriedly put his coat on.
 Outside, the sky was absolutely dense black.
 She ran indoors to tell her mother the amazing news.
 That is the most ridiculous remark I’ve ever heard.
 Martha was most unbelievably shy.
 That was most emphatically the worst day in my life.
 You’ve done that really rather well.
 Dark blue shadows danced on the crumbling walls.
 Frankly, I don’t ever want to see you again.

Verb Phrases


 There are three ways of considering verb phrases:
 restrictive (verbs only)
 moderate (verbs + adverbs)
 modern (verbs + adverbs + complement)







Consider: I quickly ate my dinner.
Restrictive: I quickly [VPate] my dinner.
Moderate: I [VPquickly ate] my dinner.
Modern: I [VP quickly ate my dinner].
We’ll follow the moderate approach, i.e. including associated
adverbs but excluding the verb phrase complement.

Verb Phrases


 Let’s consider this in more depth.
 I quickly ate my dinner.
 Restrictive: [NPI] [AdvPquickly] [VPate] [NPmy dinner].
 Moderate: [NPI] [VP[AdvPquickly] ate] [NPmy dinner].
 Modern: [NPI] [VP[AdvPquickly] [Vate] [NPmy dinner]].
 I have very often admired your good taste.
 [NPI] [VPhave [AdvPvery often] admired] [NPyour
[AdjPgood] taste].

Verb Phrases


 I haven’t seen you for ages.
 [NPI] [VPhave[AdvPn’t] seen] [NPyou] [PPfor [NPages]].
 You must have been dreaming all this time.
 [NPYou] [VPmust have been dreaming] [NPall this time]].
 I used to love to see the children playing.
 [NPI] [VPused to love] [VPto see] [NPthe children
[VPplaying]].
 or perhaps better …
 [NPI] [VPused to love [VPto see]] [NPthe children
[VPplaying]].

The Trivium
 Trivium = the Three Ways
 Grammar – how to use language correctly
 Logic – how to think and reason correctly
 Rhetoric – how to communicate to best effect
 Followed by Quadrivium (the Four Ways)
 Arithmetic
 Geometry
 Music
 Astronomy
 GCSE English Language is in many ways a test

of one’s Trivium skills.

Sentences - Four Usages
Statements: “That car is travelling very fast”.
2. Questions: “Is that car breaking the speed limit?”
3. Directives: “Don’t drive so fast!”
4. Exclamations: “How fast that car is travelling!”
1.

Multiple sentences may combine these usages:





“Will you do that for me, because I’ve tried and failed.”
“Come here at once, or else I will get very angry!”
“What a fool he is, considering how much money he’s spent!”

Grammatical Levels
Sentence

Clause

Clause

Phrase

Phrase

Phrase

Word

Word

Word

Phrase

A fifth level is the morpheme, the lowest level containing meaning, e.g. child-ren, child-ish, book-s, walk-ing.

Sentences: Simple and Multiple

simple sentence

multiple sentence

Multiple Sentences: Compound vs Complex

Independent
Clause

Independent
Clause

Compound
Sentence

Independent

Dependent

Complex
Sentence

Clause

Clause

Some Examples


 He was very angry.
 Simple.
 She ran away and hid.
 Simple again! Here, “and” joins two verb phrases, not
two clauses.
 I shouted because I was very angry.
 Complex. “Because” is a subordinating conjunction.
 Susan cooked the dinner but she made a real mess.
 Compound. “But” is a coordinating conjunction.

Some More Examples


 Henrietta, a clever girl, was very tall for her age.
 Simple.
 While you were out, the postman came.
 Complex. “While” is a subordinating conjunction.
 He ran for his life in order to escape the mad bull.
 Complex. “In order to” is a subordinating conjunction.
 I don’t like vinegar nor do I like honey.
 Compound. “Nor” is a coordinating conjunction.

What kind of Sentence?


 The girl dropped the bucket on her foot.
 The girl cried and ran away.
 The girl was delighted, so she clapped her hands.
 Although the girl was tired, she didn’t go to bed.
 The girl caught an enormous fish.
 The girl caught a fish which was enormous.
 She won’t visit me if you’re here.
 Daddy was amused but he didn’t laugh.
 What on earth do you think that you are doing?

Compound-Complex Sentences


 Compound-complex sentences have 2+ independent
clauses and 1+ dependent clauses.
 Although I like to go camping, I haven’t had the time to
go lately, and I haven’t found anyone to go with.
 We decided that the film was too violent, but our
children, who like to watch scary films, disagreed.
 Karen wrote out a long list, and she double-checked it
so that she wouldn’t forget anything.

Subordinate Clauses
 Within a (complex) sentence a subordinate clause

functions as either:
I.
II.
III.

an adjective (adjective clause) or
an adverb (adverb clause) or
a noun (noun clause)

 Those introduced by subordinating conjunctions are

adverbial clauses.

Adjective Clauses
 These function as adjectives within the sentence.

 They are usually introduced by relative pronouns

(who, whom, whose, which, that), e.g.



I visited the man who lost his leg in the accident.
The film that you recommended was superb.

 Consequently, they are often called relative clauses.

 Sometimes the relative pronoun is missing:
 The film (that) you recommended was superb.
 Some participial clauses are adjectival:
 The man carrying a spear is a Gaul. (who is carrying)
 The latter type is known as a reduced relative clause.

Adjective Clauses II
 There are two main kinds of adjective clause:
 defining
 non-defining

 The package that arrived this morning is on the

desk. (essential information, so defining)
 The desk in the corner, which is covered in books, is
mine. (extra information, so non-defining)
 Use a comma only before a non-defining clause.
 Are these right or wrong?



He ran away from the bear which was a big mistake.
The book, that I read last night, was really dull.

Spot Adjective Clauses


 He entered the tunnel, which was very dark.
 Do you know the boy I’m talking about?
 This is the place where I met your mother.
 I remember the day on which my son was born.
 This morning I met Mary, whose leg was still in a cast.
 Where is the pencil I gave you last night?
 The Romans killed all the Gauls who attacked them.
 The old man to whom I spoke was very lonely.
 Show me the catapult you used to kill the squirrel.

Create Adjective Clauses


 The man was sick. He looked very pale.
 He was sitting in the emergency room. It was very
crowded.
 A nurse was nearby. He called to her.
 The doctor asked him to lie down. She looked very
worried.
 She gave the man an injection. It made him go to sleep.
 Cougars rarely attack humans. They are afraid of them.
 The competition was very exciting. A Canadian won it.

Adverb Clauses
 Adverb clauses function rather like adverbs (or adverb

phrases) in a sentence.
 Like adverbs, adverb clauses provide context. They tell
us things like why, how & when something happened.
 Adverb clauses are usually introduced by subordinating
conjunctions.



I ran away because I was scared.
If it rains later today, I shan’t go out.

 But some times the subordinating conjunction is implied,

not stated.



Having walked the dog, he felt tired. (after he had walked)
He got cramp swimming in the river. (while he was swimming)

Adverb Clauses II
 Subordinating conjunctions include: after, before, until,












while, because, since, as, so that, in order that, if, unless,
whether, though, although, even though, where.
They can be categorised thus:
Causal – He cried because he hurt his leg.
Concessive – Although he is tall, he is weak.
Conditional – He bites if you kick him.
Place – Wherever he goes, he makes a mess.
Purpose – She runs in order to escape her brother.
Result – She ran so hard that she got a stitch.
Temporal – He worked while it was sunny.

Spot Adverb Clauses


 Peter stood still even though he was afraid.
 Before you go, I’m going to tell you a secret.
 He stayed in bed as he was tired,.
 He went out in order to see his brother.
 He put the phone down and ran into the next room.
 If you run too fast, you will trip over.
 Though he is poor, he is honest.
 I felt so weak that I could not speak.
 After he had arrived, I went out into the garden.

Create Adverb Clauses


 He was afraid. He didn’t run away.
 It finished raining. I went out.
 It was snowing. I got snow all over my hair.
 You phone me. I will tell you some really good news.
 I don’t want to see you again. You were rude to me.
 I studied really hard … pass my exams first time.
 I can’t see anything. It’s too dark out here.
 It’s so dark out here … I can’t see anything.
 I sing. I’m in the bath.

Punctuating Adverb Clauses


 If an adverb clause comes first, place a comma to show
where it ends.
 Example: Because he was exhausted, he fell asleep.
 Otherwise, just use the conjunction on its own.
 Example: He fell asleep because he was exhausted.
 Are these right or wrong?





After he had dined, he went straight upstairs.
I’m not coming, if you’re going to talk to me like that.
I built a snowman because there was plenty of snow.
Although I was really interested I couldn’t stay awake.

Noun Clauses


 He sees …
 He sees Matthew. (noun)
 He sees a brown cow. (noun phrase)
 He sees that the weather is awful. (?)
 Answer: noun clause.
 … is fun.
 Football is fun. (noun)
 A long bath is fun (noun phrase)
 Playing hide and seek with one’s friends is fun. (?)

Noun Usages


 How are nouns used in sentences?
Type









Example

Subject
Football is boring.
Direct object
I love tennis.
Indirect object
We showed (to) daddy our paintings.
Predicate
Paul is a fireman.
With preposition The answer lies in the question.
Complement
He called him a fool.
Appositive
We adults hate pop music.

Identify Noun Usages


 James respected his teacher.
 After dinner I will play with my friends.
 She was a very grown-up young lady.
 I asked you boys to stop teasing my dog.
 They called us some very rude names.
 Pamela was a wonderful cook.
 Mark considered Julie a very beautiful girl.
 Give Mummy your dirty clothes.
 He woke me up in the middle of the night.

Identify Noun Clause Usages


 That he never called her made her angry.
 It made her angry that he never called her.
 We found out what he had asked her.
 The reason was that it had rained all afternoon.
 He was upset by what he had learned that morning.
 We will give whoever wins the race a big prize.
 As far as I care, you can call Mr Blair whatever you want.
 We that are older understand life much better.
 It’s just as well that you’ve arrived this minute.

Identify Noun Clauses


 Mr. Perkins, the band director, announced that we would
play at half time this week.
 One can never tell whether he will choose a march or a
slow tune.
 I couldn’t understand why she was so angry with me.
 He gives whoever plays a sweet at the end of the game.
 You show no interest at all in what we’re doing.
 My sister told us today that she’s going to marry Paul.
 How you did that is a complete mystery to me.
 The report that bin Laden was killed is a hoax.

Identify Noun Clauses


 What I want to know is who will dance with me.
 He told him he wasn’t coming that evening.
 The question is why on earth you did that.
 The reason why I did that is that I was angry.
 What I ate for breakfast this morning gave me heartburn.
 I must decide how we will organise this.
 The great thing about you is that you’re always calm.
 The professor dispenses wisdom to whoever will listen.
 Whatever it is you’re doing up there, stop it now!

Identify Noun Clauses


 Tell me whether you’re coming or not.
 The reason he left early is that he was bored.
 Don’t all students wish they knew more grammar?
 I don’t know whether I can stay awake that long.
 Although I respect what you say, I don’t agree with you.
 Anyone who says that grammar is dull will be shot.
 I’m thinking of going into business on my own.
 My favourite hobby is taking long walks in the hills.
 I have no idea what the time is.

Nominal Clauses
 A noun clause ‘unboxes’ a clause that could be represented simply





by the word ‘something’.
E.g. He said something. What? He said that etc.
Included are indirect statements, questions and commands.
Also subject, predicate, and appositive nouns.
Plus objects following prepositions.

 He said that he was tired. (indirect statement)
 He asked what she was doing. (indirect question)
 I told you to tidy your bedroom! (indirect command)
 What you did yesterday was disgraceful. (subject)
 My wish is that he should [or for him to] be forgiven. (predicate)
 The news that OBL is dead is a complete hoax! (appositive)
 He is very good at helping children. (object following preposition)

Finite vs Non-Finite Verbs


 Infinite means unbounded. Finite means bounded.
 In grammar, verbs are either finite or non-finite.
 Finite verbs are bounded by person and tense, e.g.
 I walk the dog.
 He walks the dog.
 He walked the dog.

 Non-finite verbs are not bounded in this way, e.g.
 My favourite hobby is to walk the dog.
 Walking on the hills of Wales is my favourite hobby.
 We saw our friend walking his dog yesterday.

Finite vs Non-Finite Clauses


 Non-finite verbs are sometimes called verbals.
 They consist of :
a) gerunds (e.g. working is … )
b) participles, both –ing and –ed (e.g. I see the car working.)
c) infinitives (e.g. to work)

 So non-finite clauses comprise :
a) gerund clauses
b) participle clauses
c) infinitive clauses

 Some books wrongly call such clauses phrases.

Gerund Clauses


 I love sailing.
 I love sailing my yacht on Lake Windermere with my
friends in the afternoon.
 Now you spot them!
 Talking is forbidden during the lesson.
 I hate driving in the rain.
 After washing the car, I was filthy.
 I am an expert at making a nuisance of myself.
 Playing table tennis is my favourite hobby.

Participle Clauses

(review slides 54-55)


 I came in from the rain soaked to the skin.
 I saw Paul fighting with his brother.
 Laughing uncontrollably, she fell over in a heap.
 Now you spot them!
 I caught Paul and Bill stealing chocolate biscuits.
 We visited the house destroyed by the landslide.
 Loaded with presents, daddy came in through the door.
 Covered in cobwebs, the house needed a good clean.
 I found my pen chewed by our new pet dog.

Gerund or Participle Clause?


 We saw the rain coming down in buckets.
 Breathing deeply, he stood up to give his speech.
 I really love seeing my children playing together.
 Driving over the speed limit is a risky business.
 Exhausted by the effort, he sat down panting for breath.
 I can’t stand here waiting for ever.
 Queuing in supermarkets is a nightmare.
 Being mauled by a polar bear is no fun.
 I saw the Eskimo being mauled by a polar bear.

Infinitive Clauses


 We love to walk along the river valley in Spring.
 It’s not pleasant to be shouted at by one’s neighbour.
 Now, can you spot them?
 I really wanted to go out with my best friend.
 To work is to pray.
 To judge by appearances, he was not very clever.
 That’s certainly a book to read carefully.
 I hate to see you looking so miserable.
 It was delightful to see you yesterday.
 To tell you the truth, I’m not at all interested.

Finite vs Non-Finite Clauses


Noun
Gerund



Participle



Infinitive



Adjective

Adverb






 Gerund clauses are always noun clauses.
 Participle clauses can be noun or adverb clauses.
 Infinitive clauses can noun, adjective or adverb clauses.
 Now, let’s go back and see if we can see the difference.

What kind of non-finite clause?


 I love sailing.
 I love to sail.
 I love sailing my yacht in Lake Windermere with my
friends in the afternoon.
 I love to sail my yacht in Lake Windermere with my
friends in the afternoon.
 Sailing my yacht is my favourite hobby.
 I saw my friend sailing his yacht.
 I saw my friend criticised by his teacher.
 You’re really good at making excuses.

What kind of non-finite clause?


 I see an old man walking along the road.
 I hate taking a cold shower.
 Harry had always wanted to raise a big family.
 Raising a big family had always been Harry’s dream.
 Although raised on a farm, Harry hated animals.
 Harry was proud to have served in the army.
 We made David play the piano.
 I saw the girl carrying the dog under her arm.
 Having sneezed all over my book, he said sorry.

Clauses within clauses


 I just hate something. What do you hate?
 I just hate seeing that. Seeing what?
 I just hate seeing you making a fool of yourself.
 I just hate seeing you making a fool of yourself.
 I just hate seeing you making a fool of yourself.
 I just hate seeing you making a fool of yourself.
 So, we have a Russian dolls situation:
 matrix clause
 gerund clause (direct object)
 participle clause (direct object)

Spot clauses within clauses


 I can’t help thinking that she’ll never come.
 I can’t help something. What can’t you help?
 I can’t help thinking this. Thinking what?
 I can’t help thinking that she’ll never come.
 I can’t help thinking that she’ll never come.
 I can’t help thinking that she’ll never come.
 I can’t help thinking that she’ll never come.
 matrix clause
 gerund clause (direct object)
 noun clause (direct object)

Spot clauses within clauses


 I really want to see you playing football again.
 I really want something. Oh yes! What?
 I really want to see something. To see what?
 I really want to see you playing football again.
 I really want to see you playing football again.
 I really want to see you playing football again.
 matrix clause
 infinitive clause (direct object)
 participle clause (direct object)

Pride and Prejudice


 It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man
in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife.
 It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man
in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a
wife. (dummy it, subject, followed by appositive noun clause)
 That a single man in possession of a good fortune must
be in want of a wife is a truth universally
acknowledged! (is that better English?)
 It is a truth universally acknowledged that a single man
in possession of a good fortune must be in want of a wife.
(non-finite noun clause acts as predicate; a participle clause)

Adjective Complement Clauses


 Adjective Complement Clauses are noun clauses.
 I am glad that you came.
 We are so happy (that) they got married.
 He was overjoyed that he had found his dog again.
 These finite noun clauses complete the meaning of
(complement) the adjective.
 I was afraid to tell my parents.
 The boss was anxious to promote sales.
 These infinitive noun clauses complement the adjective.

Adjective Complement Clauses


 It was wrong of her to go.
 It was rude of him to leave so early.
 It was really kind of them to give us a lift.
 These infinitive complement clauses start with “of”.
 They could also be written as the subject instead of the
appositive of the dummy “it”:
 For her to go was wrong.
 For him to leave so early was rude.
 For them to give us a lift was really kind.

Spot Adjective Complement Clauses


 We were so angry that he had broken the window.
 He found it really delightful to see you again.
 I felt inspired to write a poem to her beauty.
 Sheila was disappointed that her son had lied to her.
 He is unlikely to come this afternoon.
 I was shocked to hear about the accident.
 He was very quick to get angry.
 Paul was amazed that Betty had arrived so early.
 That you should say that, I find amazing!
 We were alarmed to see the police at our door.

Abbreviations


 Know these Latin abbreviations:
 e.g. = for example (exempli gratia)
 i.e. = that is (id est)
 etc. = and so on (et cetera)

 No need for full stops if first letters of words are capitalized,
e.g. UK, BBC, DVD, RSVP
 Americans don’t do this, e.g. U.K. instead of UK.
 Sometimes the capitals are ditched, e.g. plc
 No need for full stops if abbreviation contains first and last
letter of word, e.g. Mr, Dr, Ltd, Bros
 Use a full stop if abbreviation only uses first letters of word,
e.g. Wed., Dec., Prof.

Acronyms and Initialisms


 Acronyms are a special kind of abbreviation which form
a pronounceable word, e.g.
 AIDS = acquired immune deficieny syndrome
 NATO = North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
 laser = light amplification (by) stimulated emission (of)
radiation

 Are abbreviations like BBC (British Broadcasting
Corporation) and WWW (World Wide Web) acronyms?
 No, because they are not pronounced as a word.
 They are initialisms – as each initial letter is capitalized.

Digraphs and Diphthongs


 Digraphs are two letters that make one sound.
 They may be consonants, e.g. ch, ck, gh, ph, sh, th
 They may be vowels, e.g. ai, au, ea, ei, oa, oi, ou
 Don’t confuse digraphs with diphthongs.
 Diphthongs are not single sounds made of two vowels,
but double sounds (made of one or two vowels).
 Say these words slowly:
 so = so-oo
 high = hi-ee
 toil = toy-il

